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To register or access our forum simply Created way back in our XKEC members-only forum
today contains a wealth of useful information which has helped it become an "XK Bible" to all
those who use it. With its sleak portal page, superb design layout and user-friendly functionality
there are currently over , messages posted on the forum with over 36, topics being discussed.
The success of any good forum we feel is to not just be able to to post a question quickly and
easily but to have immediate responses to those questions so you can deal with a matter
accordingly. Well our forum does just that. So if you do have a problem you can't solve, simply
ask the forum. We believe there is no such thing as a silly question so please ask away. If you
are a fully paid up member of our club then all you need to do is register on the main forum
homepage and once accredited your account will be made active by the Club Chairman within
48 hours, allowing you full privileges. So go on, just click on the image opposite to access or
register accordingly, you certainly won't be sorry! Web View Mobile View. Welcome to the. The
Club continues to grow from strength to strength and is run by a loyal and dedicated team. It
has Regional Officers, Model Register Coordinators and many other individuals who are all here
to assist you as a member of our club. In addition to this website, members also have access to
our Members only forum and many other club benefits and offers. You will be able to see our
vast collection of Jaguar XK brochures through all the models from , our huge XK model car
collection in all scales , original XK advertisements and posters, Jaguar XK launch Press
Releases, XK postcards and greeting cards, XK books, workshop manuals and magazines,
paintings and artwork and of course our very own club merchandise. To any XK owner or
enthusiast this is simply XK heaven. Our latest Spring March edition will soon be emailed out to
all our members and its front cover this issue plays special tribute to one of our long term
members Derek Hill who recently sadly passed away. We hope this will show the professional
content provided each quarter and one which will help you consider joining in our ever evolving
adventure. As you will know the UK Government announced on 4th January the commencement
of further lockdown measures right across the UK. The XKEC does of course continue to follow
all UK Government advice and we remain hard at work continuing the clubs progression by
monitoring and adapting our situation as it develops. Please be assured that during this rapidly
changing situation, we as a club have your best interests at heart and are monitoring advice
very closely. For the meantime, please keep in touch via the Forum or our social media outlets.
This remains a difficult and challenging time for us all but with everyones help we will get
through it. In the meantime please stay safe and well and whilst we wait for things to return to
normal why not sit back and enjoy our national event videos below from You will find here the
complete history of all the XKs produced over the years. If you want to find out more
information about a particular model then this is the first place to look. The image above shows
one of our very first events back in at the old Jaguar Brown's Lane factory in Coventry. We
wasn't then expecting what followed! Here you will find a number of XKs currently up for sale.
Want advice on buying an XK? Then send us your email address and we will forward to you
some useful purchasing advice documents. Here you will find a wide range of items including
our official club related merchandise such as Clothing, Keyrings, Paperweights etc as well as
XK related brochures and even some back issues of our club magazine. S o why not treat
yourself or maybe purchase an ideal gift for a friend or family member. All provide great
research material into the modern day XK. Most, if not all, are now becoming more and more
difficult to get hold of so those shown on our book page are there to simply give you some idea
of what books have been written and what can possibly be purchased around the world. To
assist in any research we have included all the Titles, Publishers and ISBN numbers and all
these books and magazines can be viewed at the club office. Web View Mobile View. Join our
great community now and enjoy the many benefits we have on offer. Around members across
18 countries. Members-Only Chat Forum with over , messages and some 36, subjects being
discussed. Quarterly Digital Magazine. Free Classified Ads. Periodic Electronic Newsletters.
Regional Based Officers. Endless Technical Advice. Several Model Register Coordinators.
Various Social Media site groups and discussions. Official Club Merchandise. Its latest digital
technology allows Club Magazine. Want to see an example of our digital magazine? View
Sample. We now have a number of members club tours planned for both and They are Members
Forum. XK Model History. Read more Email: mark. Take a look now! The XK8 range offers
impressive performance and style for the money. Saloons were the priority, and a long-running
XJbased roadster proposal was scrapped. In , Bob Dover was appointed to lead a new sports
car team with chief stylist Geoff Lawson, and Fergus Pollock largely responsible for the final
design. To save time and cost, the XJS floorpan was retained, but with fresh underpinnings,
engine and transmission. Although slightly less powerful than the outgoing 5. F1-derived
nickel-silicon carbide Nikasil bore liners were used; BMW and others also adopted this process,
which brought issues now sorted with sulphur fuel additives in early engines. The Jaguar was

built to much higher quality standards than before, thanks to Ford input. On its launch, the car
was rapturously received by the press. The engine and gearbox were top of the class â€” XKRs
were limited to mph, but are capable of mph-plus when de-restricted â€” as were the handling,
quietness and price, but the poor low-speed ride and cramped rear seats were criticised. The
folding soft-top, developed by Karmann â€” complete with a heated glass screen â€” was widely
praised, even though it relied on a clip-on leather hood cover to look tidy when lowered. Decide
which model, colours and trim specs appeal, then look carefully. Not all dealers know XK specs,
so shop around; you may find a top-end car at standard book price. Service history is highly
desirable, but check for gaps. Engines to VIN used Nikasil liners: some corroded and lost
compression. If a new genuine Jaguar unit has been fitted with bills to prove it , great. If not,
have a compression test done and make sure that the engine starts, runs and pulls well. If all is
fine, then it should be a good buy. Listen for rattly timing chain tensioners. Slippage or
jerkiness means an imminent rebuild or a blocked filter. Balljoints and wheel bearings wear,
often knocking steering out of kilter. Check for slack, uneven tyre wear and costly dampers on
CATS-equipped cars. Electrical issues can be complex to diagnose and pricey to fix. So check it
all works, notably windows, seats and column stalks esp for trip computer. Low-volume cooling
system gives rapid warm-up, but is intolerant of leaks: look for stains and smells esp around
water pump , plus signs of head-gasket failure. Rare Sport trim featured dark maple dash and
cloth seat inserts; most chose Classic as here , with walnut veneer and full leather. Look for
wear on bolsters. Hydraulic fluid can thicken, leading to slow or failed hood operation; it should
be swift. Nikasil bore issues are critical; another weakness is the plastic timing-chain
tensioners. Jaguar avoided cambelt problems, but the tensioners can break and even cause
catastrophic chain failure. They were improved in , and a durable metal alternative was fitted
from Upper tensioners x2 are fairly easy to change; the lower one is trickier, so listen carefully
for any untoward noises. Cooling-system failure can be disastrous, too; a stuck thermostat or
broken water pump the impeller disintegrates can blow a top hose, and significant loss may
cause major distortion. Check for emulsion in the oil filler or oil in water: if either is found, walk
away. If bills show a recent head gasket, be wary too; keep a close eye on the temperature
gauge during the drive. Make sure the car has genuine Jaguar wheels, and with quality rubber:
this reflects the sort of maintenance that it has enjoyed. A vast range of alloys was offered, so
finding the correct replacements can be tricky. Any car should have taut handling and a supple
ride at speed. If not, the suspension may be worn and will need special tools to rebuild it: even
changing the rear dampers is complex and costly. Two keys and fobs, both of which function,
are an important asset. Low mileage, though appealing, can bring its own issues â€” especially
if the car has stood outside through damp weather. The moment they went up, I bought it. I also
had to replace a leaking piston, but found a secondhand one. I love driving it, and the interest
that it gets â€” people have no idea how little they cost. High running costs. Initially a poor rival
and FHC-only with twin-turbo V8, but dry-sumped 4. Quality patchy at first, better later; parts
can be pricey. The price premium is currently remarkably small for a high-spec car; though if
your requirements are specific, you may have to look long and hard to track down your ideal.
Champagne classics on a lemonade budget. Starter classics: 14 great cars for a first-timer. Skip
to main navigation. By Malcolm McKay. Images: Tony Baker. Bodywork See above for trouble
spots. Suspension Balljoints and wheel bearings wear, often knocking steering out of kilter.
Electrics Electrical issues can be complex to diagnose and pricey to fix. So check it all works,
notably windows, seats and column stalks esp for trip computer Cooling Low-volume cooling
system gives rapid warm-up, but is intolerant of leaks: look for stains and smells esp around
water pump , plus signs of head-gasket failure. Interior Rare Sport trim featured dark maple
dash and cloth seat inserts; most chose Classic as here , with walnut veneer and full leather.
Hood Hydraulic fluid can thicken, leading to slow or failed hood operation; it should be swift.
Flowing lines of XK8 once seemed too tall, but â€” like the XJ-S â€” it appears to be improving
with age. Production ends. Also consider. Share Tweet Email. Related Articles. Jaguar launches
C-type Continuation programme News. New Ecurie Ecosse C-types revealed News. Forum
member justrun purchased the XK8 and almost immediately ran into issues :. I went to register
it at aaa, closed for Veterans day, then yesterday I went to drive it down the hill, 3 blocks, and
when the road flattened out, it showed a yellow light transmission, and it would not go forward!
I tried some other gears, 2,3, 4, and it finally slooooowly went forward,. When the odometers are
bouncing off , miles, they tend to require pretty significant maintenance. The allure of the XK8 is
strong. The design was meant to be reminiscent of the Jaguar E-Type, and chief of design Geoff
Lawson oversaw a pretty stunning rendition. Its reputation was all but shattered until , when
Ford Motor Company took control. It modernized its production facilities, sought out
world-class suppliers for fuel delivery and electronics, and generally built a much improved car,
beginning with the X XJ luxury sedan, before launching into the production of the XK8. ZF

transmissions are in hundreds of models today, including the heavy-duty ZF 8HP eight-speed
box that sits behind the hp, supercharged V-8 in the Dodge Hellcat. Starting in about , ZF
introduced the 5HP transmission, typically used in front-engine, rear drive applications,
although it had versions for all-wheel drive, as well as 5HP transaxles for rear-engine and
front-wheel drive cars, too. In the s and s, the ZF 5HP five-speed automatic transmission was
the Ted McGinley of transmissions, appearing in successful car lines and then killing them off:.
But they have common problems, primarily with the A drum in the transmission which grenades
with regularity you could set your watch by:. The good news is that these transmission were
built to be taken apart and fixed. There are upgraded pressure regulators that make rebuilt
versions of these transmission run well beyond their original intended service life. Writer,
editor, lousy guitar player, dad. Forum member justrun purchased the XK8 and almost
immediately ran into issues : I went to register it at aaa, closed for Veterans day, then yesterday
I went to drive it down the hill, 3 blocks, and when the road flattened out, it showed a yellow
light transmission, and it would not go forward! But they have common problems, primarily with
the A drum in the transmission which grenades with regularity you could set your watch by: It
happens because the valve body gets worn and spikes the fluid pressure. Craig Fitzgerald
Writer, editor, lousy guitar player, dad. Hi all I was wondering if anyone has any experience of
the Recaro seats that were fitted as an option to some XKR's I think they look quite smart and
more interesting than the standard seats I have read somewhere that they are not as
comfortable as the standard seats I wondered if anyone could offer some insight, and estimate
the cost for a pair both in good condition and a pair requiring restoration You will do well to find
a set available second hand, we didn't get very many people 'ticking the box' when the cars
were new! I'm currently looking at XKRs and some have the Recaro option which I think look
more appealing in the veh. Is it really not worth bothering with these from the comments here?
You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your
account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear
editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended
Posts. Posted April 1, Link to post Share on other sites. The Voices 57 Posted April 5, Posted
April 5, Shutz 0 Posted September 27, Posted September 27, Join the conversation You can
post now and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.
Insurance Sell your Jag Support. This Jaguar Repair site is an information resource and not a
forum. All information is believed to be correct and it is given in good faith. Users of this
information agree to use good judgment and comply with all safety rules that apply to operating
tools and equipment when using any of the described procedures when repairing their Jaguars.
Vehicle owners accept responsibility for any and all applications they choose to use from this
site. I will gladly accept any Jaguar repair procedures that you might have created and place it
on the site for others to use. I do ask that you list your e-mail address on the procedure in
ford ranger 2002 for sale
craftsman lawn tractor steering diagram
ford falcon forte 1999
the event additional information is required. I will also accept links that would benefit other
Jaguar owners. Just send me your information. I reserve the right to remove or decline to post
any information provided that may not meet the needs of our readers or is questionable. Jaguar
X-Type. You should follow JagRepair. Home Contact Us! All information provided is believed to
be correct and it is given in good faith. Users of this information will use good judgment and
comply with all the safety rules that apply to operating tools and equipment. Owner of the
vehicle accepts responsibility with any and all applications they choose to use. All rights
reserved. The JagRepair logos and all proprietary artwork, photos and content are the property
of Gus Glikas and may not be reproduced or distributed without expressed written permission.
Non-Standard Modifications. Site Search. Repair Shops. Classified Ads. User Comments. Tool
Loan Directory. Welcome to JagRepair. Please support JagRepair.

